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Migration to the Cloud - Opportunities and Challenges for  
Healthcare Organizations 

Healthcare organizations are under tremendous pressure to reduce IT costs, and at the same 
time there is a crucial need to use state-of-the-art technology solutions for providing better 
healthcare services. Cloud technologies can help healthcare organizations promote exchange 
of clinical and financial information across stakeholders, enhance reliability and scalability of 
applications and provide better data security.

CitiusTech Cloud Practice: Overview 

CitiusTech Cloud Practice team works with healthcare organizations to define their cloud 
roadmap, identify their cloud and security readiness, and migrate to cloud in a phased man-
ner. CitiusTech’s Cloud Practice has an array of certified healthcare cloud professionals who 
have deep expertise across public and private cloud technologies. Our team is experienced in  
leveraging best practices to provide solutions which are scalable, robust, security  
standards-compliant and cost-effective. The team helps organizations rationalize and migrate 
to cloud and leverages our solutions to enable businesses to accelerate transformation.

Cloud Practice - Key Capabilities

CitiusTech: Cloud Practice 

CitiusTech Cloud Practice 
helps large healthcare 
organizations define and 
implement rapidly  
evolving cloud technolo-
gies to transform the way
technology is used to 
support patient care in a 
secure, scalable and cost 
effective manner.  

•	 Cloud discovery and assessment framework to  
determine healthcare organizations' cloud readiness and 
define cloud adoption strategy (including cost/ benefit 
analysis) 

•	 Best practice architecture for building cloud-native  
enterprise applications   

•	 Security and risk analysis framework to manage  
healthcare organizations' security, compliance and  
governance

•	 CitiusTech’s CQ-IQ platform offers a highly available, scalable and fault-tolerant clinical rules engine on the cloud for processing 300+ 
clinical quality measures

•	 CitiusTech is a certified Microsoft GOLD partner for Cloud Platform Competency  
•	 CitiusTech is an AWS Consulting Partner with 50+ AWS certified Professionals 

Cloud: Highlights

CitiusTech Cloud Practice Offerings
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